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Cell Membrane


•  Presents a hydrophobic barrier to 
biologically-relevant compounds


•  Two ways to cross the membrane:

– “dissolve” in the hydrophobic barrier and 

go through

– cross with the aid of a transmembrane 

protein


Molecules that can cross the 
hydrophobic barrier easily:


•  Gases (O2, CO2, N2) 
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Molecules that can cross the 
hydrophobic barrier easily:
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Molecules that can cross the 
hydrophobic barrier easily:


•  Gases (O2, CO2, N2) 

•  Small polar molecules (e.g., ethanol)

•  Small nonpolar molecules (e.g., 

diethylurea)
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Molecules that need “help”
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•  Larger uncharged 
polar molecules (e.g., 
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Molecules that need “help”


•  Charged molecules

– Ions (e.g., Na+, Ca++….)

– ATP

– Amino acids


•  Larger uncharged 
polar molecules (e.g., 
glucose)

Basically, everything of 

biological interest…..


Diffusion


•  Refers to the thermally-driven (i.e., no 
energy input) movement of molecules from a 
region of HIGH concentration to LOW 
concentration
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Diffusion


•  Refers to the thermally-driven (i.e., no 
energy input) movement of molecules from a 
region of HIGH concentration to LOW 
concentration


•  Rate of crossing the membrane depends on 
frequency of collisions with membrane, 
which is proportional to concentration


•  Measured as FLUX (J)[=]moles/sec-area
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Diffusion


Fick’s Law

•  Relates flux to concentration gradient

•  D=diffusion coefficient, ΔC=concentration gradient, 

x=membrane thickness

•  D depends on the nature of the solute, the solvent, 

and the bilayer

•  Concentration refers to the concentration at the 

membrane surfaces; not always the same as bulk 
solution


€ 

J =
D
x
ΔC
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Slight complication: We don’t 
know Cmembrane


Slight complication: We 
don’t know Cmembrane


€ 

Caqueous ≠ Cmembrane
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Partition coefficient, K


•  Relates membrane concentration to 
known aqueous concentration


Partition coefficient, K


•  Relates membrane concentration to 
known aqueous concentration


•  K=Coil/Cwater

– K>1: Cmembrane > Cwater (hydrophobic)

– K<1: Cmembrane < Cwater (hydrophilic)

– Charged compounds: K=0
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Partition coefficient, K


•  Relates membrane concentration to 
known aqueous concentration


•  K=Coil/Cwater

– K>1: Cmembrane > Cwater (hydrophobic)

– K<1: Cmembrane < Cwater (hydrophilic)

– Charged compounds: K=0


•     ΔCmembrane=KΔCwater


Partition coefficient, K
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Modified  (useful) form of 
Fick’s Law


P= permeability coefficient; a 
measurable parameter


€ 

J =
DK
x
ΔC = PΔC

Overton’s Law:���
The higher the lipid solubility, the higher the 

permeability


Data from Collander (1949)
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Modified form of Fick’s Law
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Modified form of Fick’s Law


•  Predicts hydrophobic (K>1) molecules 
should cross better TRUE


•  Predicts linear concentration 
dependence TRUE


•  Most “interesting” molecules (K<<1) 
have very low fluxes w/o help TRUE


•  Transporters are the proteins that 
help the interesting molecules cross
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Classes of Transport Proteins���
(*substrates travel down concentration gradient)


•  Transporters (102-104/sec)*

– Uniports

– Symports/cotransporters

– Antiports/exchangers
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Classes of Transport Proteins���
(*substrates travel down concentration gradient)


•  Transporters (102-104/sec)*

– Uniports

– Symports/cotransporters

– Antiports/exchangers


•  Channels (108/sec)*

•  ATP-driven pumps (102/sec)




Classes of Transport Proteins
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Common Properties


•  Substrate specificity


Common Properties


•  Substrate specificity

•  Saturation
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Common Properties


•  Substrate specificity

•  Saturation

•  Faster than simple diffusion through 

the membrane


Concentration Dependence
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Uniporters aka “facilitated 
diffusion”


•  Allow movement of molecules down 
concentration gradient


Uniporters aka “facilitated 
diffusion”


•  Allow movement of molecules down 
concentration gradient


•  Is bi-directional: direction of 
transport depends upon the gradient
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Uniporters


•  Classic example: glucose carrier of red 
blood cells (GLUT1)


•  Specificity

– Glucose, mannose, galactose

– Low affinity: Km= 1.5 mM for glucose

– Stereospecificity: D-glucose, not L-glucose 

(Km>3 M)


“Alternating Access” aka “Rocking 
Banana” Model for uniporters


From Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry, 3rd edition
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GLUT1:Proposed Structure


Salas-Burgos et al (2004) Biophys J 87:2990


Symports/Co-transporters


•  Couples the downward movement of 
one substrate to the (possible) uphill 
movement of another
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Symports/Co-transporters


•  Couples the downward movement of 
one substrate to the (possible) uphill 
movement of another


•  Almost always uses Na+ as the 
“downhill” substrate ([Na+]out>[Na+]in)


•  Also use the alternating access 
process
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Symports/Co-transporters


•  Couples the downward movement of 
one substrate to the (possible) uphill 
movement of another


•  Almost always uses Na+ as the 
“downhill” substrate ([Na+]out>[Na+]in)


•  Also use the alternating access 
process


•  Sometimes referred to as “secondary 
active transport”


Symports/Co-transporters
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Symports/Co-transporters


Coupled Transport
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Na+-dependent Glucose 
Uptake (SGLT family)


•  Involved in 
carbohydrate uptake 
by the digestive 
system
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Na+-dependent Glucose 
Uptake (SGLT family)


•  Involved in 
carbohydrate uptake 
by the digestive 
system


•  Movement of glucose 
requires concurrent 
Na+ movement 
(obligatory coupling)


•  Provided inspiration 
for the notion of 
coupled transport


Crane, 1960


convincing evidence for cotransport came with technical
innovations: 1) introduction of plasma membrane vesicles
(“Kabackasomes,” Ref. 85). Intestinal brush-border mem-
brane vesicles were then used to show Na! gradient-
driven accumulation of glucose in the intravesicular
space (76). 2) The use of isolated intestinal cells directly
demonstrated Na!-coupled glucose transport (93). These
advances have been fully reviewed in this journal and
elsewhere (24, 27, 75, 92, 195, 196).

Our review begins in 1987 with the cloning of the
intestinal Na!/glucose cotransporter (SGLT1) (61), and
here we focus on the biology of human SGLTs in health
and disease. As more transporters were cloned, it was
found that SGLT1 was the first member of a large group of
proteins in the SGLT (SSS) gene family (http://pfam.
sanger.ac.uk). There are 12 members of the human family
(SLC5), and they include Na! cotransporters for sugars,
myo-inositol, iodide, short-chain fatty acids, and choline
(251). A major shock came with solving the crystal struc-
ture of vSGLT (48) when we discovered that members of
unrelated gene transporter families share the same basic
core structure, suggesting a common mechanism (1). It
has also gradually emerged that SGLTs are expressed
throughout the body, indicating their importance in or-
gans other than the intestine and kidney, e.g., SGLT1 is
active in specific regions of the brain such as the hip-
pocampus. This review will cover these advances, but it
should be emphasized that this is a rather egocentric view
of the SGLTs.

II. 1987 BC

In the quarter of a century following its publication
and before cloning (BC), the Na!/glucose transport hy-
pothesis was extensively tested in the intestine and kid-
ney using in vitro techniques and radioactive tracers (3H-
and 14C-labeled sugars as well as 22Na and 24Na) and/or
electrical assays. It was established that the natural sug-
ars D-glucose and D-galactose, and their nonmetabolized
homologs, 3-O-methyl-D-glucoside and !-methyl-D-gluco-
pyranoside, were all transported across the brush-border
membrane in a Na!-dependent, phlorizin-sensitive man-
ner, but 2-deoxy-D-glucose and fructose were not. Trans-
port was associated with a depolarization of the mem-
brane potential, and the rate of transport was voltage
dependent. Na! was required in the extracellular solu-
tions to drive uphill transport, but Na! could be mimicked
by H! and Li! and not K!, Rb!, Cs!, or choline!. In
terms of sugar selectivity, it was established that hexoses
with equatorial -OH groups at carbons 2 and 3 were
transported, but 2-deoxy-D-glucose, 3-deoxy-D-glucose,
D-mannose, and D-xylose were not. Several glucosides and
"-glucopyranosides were also found to be transported,
e.g., 3-O-methyl-D-glucoside, and "-phenyl-D-glucopyrano-
side but others, notably phlorizin (215), were potent com-
petitive inhibitors. At least in the case of the chick intes-
tine, it was demonstrated that there was a tight stoichi-
ometry between 22Na and 14C sugar transport with a
coupling coefficient of 2.

FIG. 1. The cotransport model drawn by Crane on
August 24, 1960 in Prague. The redrawn figure was included
in the Appendix to the presubmitted paper (23, 25). (Figure
kindly provided by Bob Crane.)
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SGLT Family


protein is found abundantly in the brush-border mem-
brane of the small intestine. Relatively little is known
about the functional properties of the kidney SGLT2 as it
is very poorly expressed in heterologous expression sys-
tems, but it is a glucose transporter that has poor affinity
for galactose (81, 86, 214). SGLT2 has become a major
drug target for regulating blood glucose levels in diabetes
(see sect. XIVJ). SGLT3 is not a transporter in some
species, e.g., in humans SGLT3 is a glucosensor expressed
in the enteric nervous system and muscle (35). The sensor
does not recognize galactose, but it has a very high affinity
for imino sugars (235). There is one report on SGLT4
(214) showing that it is a low-affinity glucose transporter

with unusual sugar selectivity, i.e., it transports D-man-
nose but not galactose or 3-O-methyl-D-glucoside. The
function of SGLT5 has only been reported in abstract
form (113). When expressed in HEK293 cells it exhibits
Na!-dependent, phlorizin-sensitive transport of !MDG
and galactose. This gene is exclusively expressed in the
renal cortex. SGLT6 (SMIT2) has the lowest amino acid
identity with SGLT1 (50%), and its preferred substrate is
not glucose but D-chiro-inositol (118). D-Glucose inhibits
with a Ki of 6 mM. Rabbit SGLT6 transports glucose with
a K0.5 of 35 mM (21).

V. EXPRESSION

A. mRNA

Analysis of gene expression in human tissues has
been carried out using Northern blots, real-time PCR, and
RNAase protection assays on commercial mRNA samples,
from a very limited pool of Caucasian individuals with
unknown medical histories. A comprehensive study of
SLC gene expression, including SGLT1, -2, -3, -5, and -6,
using these samples has been published (151). Others
have determined expression as the genes were cloned,
e.g., SGLT4 with reference to SGLT1 and -2 (214). In the
PCR experiments, SGLT1 was most abundant in the small
intestine, and significant levels were also found in tra-
chea, kidney, heart, and colon; SGLT2 was exclusively in
kidney; SGLT3 in small intestine; SGLT4 in small intestine
and kidney; SGLT5 in kidney; and SGLT6 in spinal cord,
kidney, and brain. We found similar results in our RNase
protection assays. (Figure 9 shows the profile of SGLT2
mRNA expression.) However, we find SGLT2 mRNA in
cerebellum and low levels in tissues such as heart, sali-
vary gland, liver, and thyroid; SGLT1 mRNA in testis;
SGLT3 in testis, spleen uterus, brain, kidney, and lung;
SGLT4 in liver, brain, and lung; SGLT5 exclusively in

FIG. 8. An unrooted phylogenic tree of the 12 human members of
the SLC5 gene family. SGLT6 is also known as SMIT2 (Na!/inositol
cotransporter 2). SMIT, sodium myo-inositol; CHT, choline; SMVT, so-
dium multivitamin; SMCT, sodium monocarboxylic acid; NIS, sodium
iodide cotransporters. [Revised from Wright and Turk (253).]

TABLE 1. SGLT substrates and expression in the human body

Gene Substrate K0.5, mM Distribution

SGLT1 (SLC5A1) Glucose, galactose 0.5 Intestine, trachea, kidney, heart, brain, testis, prostate
Cotransporter 0.5
SGLT2 (SLC5A2) Glucose 6 Kidney, brain, liver, thyroid, muscle, heart
Cotransporter NI
SGLT3 ( SLC5A4) Glucose 20 Intestine, testis, uterus, lung, brain, thyroid
Glucosensor NI
SGLT4 (SLC5A9) Glucose, mannose 2 Intestine, kidney, liver, brain, lung, trachea, uterus, pancreas
Cotransporter 0.15
SGLT5 (SLC5A10) Glucose ND Kidney cortex
Cotransporter Galactose ND

Substrate specificity, affinity (K0.5 for !MDG), and RNA expression of human SGLT (SLC5) genes are shown. Substrate specificity and !MDG
transport were measured using heterologous expression systems (34, 81, 116, 211). RNA distribution is based on mRNase protection assays (M. Bing,
M. G. Martin, and E. M. Wright, unpublished data) and Northern blots (SMIT2). ND, not determined; NI, noninteracting. [Revised from Wright et al.
(246).]
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SGLT Stoichiometry


2 Na+ per glucose

Diez-Sampredo et al Am J Physiol 280:F272-

F282
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SGLT1 Topology


sequences for SGLT2–6. The greatest divergence in se-
quence occurs at the extracellular NH2-terminal domain
and the COOH-terminal third of the proteins. This also
holds for members of the larger SSS family (253). Figure 12
shows an alignment of the SGLT1–6 amino acid se-
quences.

B. Secondary Structure

The amino acid sequence of hSGLT1 superimposed
on a 14-transmembrane helix model is shown in Figure 13.
Note that the 14 helices have been renumbered from TM
!1 to 13 based on the crystal structure of LeuT structural
family (1). This model was based primarily on N-glyco-
slyation scanning mutagenesis analysis and computer al-
gorithms, e.g., the neural network algorithm to predict
membrane spans (217, 221). Additional experimental ap-
proaches used by us and others included antibody recog-
nition of polypeptide epitopes and labeling of cysteine
mutants with “impermeant” alkylating reagents such as
rhodamine maleimide and charged methanethiosulfon-
ates (MTSET, MTSES). While our model is now generally
accepted, there is disagreement about the location of the
90-residue hydrophilic domain between TMs 12 and 13. A
succinct review of experimental evidence for the topol-

ogy of the COOH-terminal domain is contained in a paper
by Gagnon et al. (53). In essence, the controversy stems
from studies on the accessibility of the large, very hydro-
philic loop to hydrophilic reagents and antibodies in the
extracellular compartment, raising the possibility of a
reentrant loop between TMs 12 and 13. This was appar-
ently supported by a proteomic study of trypsin digests of
hSGLT1 in proteoliposomes (102), but we think that the
results are ambiguous as hSGLT1 was most likely recon-
stituted into the liposomes in both orientations.

Results in support of the 14 TM model (Fig. 13)
include experiments on vSGLT. The secondary structure
model for vSGLT closely resembles that for hSGLT1 but
with shorter hydrophilic loops between the transmem-
brane domains (221). The NH2-terminal of vSGLT was
shown to be extracellular by electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (ESI-MS) of purified vSGLT: the NH2 termi-
nal retains its formylmethionine that would normally be
excised in the cytoplasm (218). The crystal structure of
vSGLT (48) showed that the protein has 14 transmem-
brane helices and that the hydrophilic loop between TM12
and 13 remains in the cytoplasm. TM13 lies outside the
core of the structure in both the native protein and that
with an additional COOH-terminal TM helix (glycophorin
A). In Figure 13, we have superimposed the helices in the

FIG. 13. Secondary structure model of hSGLT1 (217). This model shows the sequence of the 664 residues arranged in 14 transmembrane helices
with both the NH2 and COOH termini facing the extracellular side of the plasma membrane. A single N-glycosylation site occurs at Asn (N) 248.
Highlighted are the locations of the helical domains based on the vSGLT structure (48). The numbering of the TMs has been revised to conform with
the LeuT structural fold to allow easy comparisons between structural family members, i.e., TM1 through TM13 (1).
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Structure of vSGLT


•  Prokaryotic homolog from Vibrio 
parahaemolyctus
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Structure of vSGLT
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Structure of vSGLT


•  Prokaryotic homolog from Vibrio 
parahaemolyctus


•   Member of the so-called prokaryotic 
LeuT family- a family of Na+-
dependent cotransporters


•  Structures are available for a number 
of the LeuT transporters
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Structure of vSGLT


that 27–33% of the total helical content in vSGLT occurs
outside the plasma membrane domain (216). Again, the
CD predicted secondary structure is quite consistent with
the subsequent vSGLT crystal structure.

D-Galactose changed the near UV CD, 250–300 nm, of
vSGLT in the presence of Na!, but not in K! (216). This,
and the galactose-induced change in tryptophan fluo-
rescence (231), probably reflects conformational
changes at a tryptophan residue at or near the galactose
binding site. A tryptophan was found flanking the Y263
involved in stacking with galactose in the sugar binding
site (48).

Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infra-
red (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was also used to examine
the structure of vSGLT (112), but the results suggested
that only 35% !-helical content in the absence of ligands.
This secondary structure profile was unexpected, but it is
now known that FTIR methods have a tendency to predict
"-sheet content in !-helical membrane proteins where
none exists, e.g., aquaporin 1 and lactose permease. The
FTIR studies do show that there is limited extent of
hydrogen-deuterium (H/D) exchange in vSGLT, 40–50% in
2 h compared with 80% for lactose permease and GLUT1.
These results are interpreted as showing that there is
limited water access to vSGLT compared with that found

for the H!/lactose symporter. Na! and D-galactose each
reduced H/D exchange in vSGLT, and this suggested that
the ligands caused a compaction of the overall protein
structure.

F. Crystal Structure

The first structure of vSGLT was solved in collab-
oration with Jeff Abramson and his team (48). The
structural model was refined to 2.7 Å, and all residues,
apart from those in TM"1 and 36 disordered residues in
two cytoplasmic loop regions, were assigned. Figure 14A con-
tains a topology model of the crystal structure, and
Figure 14B shows a side view of the model in the
membrane plane.

As predicted, the structure contains 14 TMs with
the NH2 and COOH termini on the same side of the
membrane. A single galactose molecule was found in
the center of the protein, where it was occluded from
both the extra- and intracellular compartments. Nota-
ble features not anticipated from the amino acid se-
quence and the analyses of secondary structure were as
follows: 1) the inverted topology repeat (TM1-TM5 and
TM6 –10) that forms the core of the structure (there is

FIG. 14. The structure of vSGLT. A: topology model showing the 14 TM from the NH2 terminal (TM-1) to the COOH terminal (TM13). The blue
and red trapeziums represent the inverted topology of TM1-TM5 and TM6-TM10. B: a side view of the 3-dimensional structure viewed from the
membrane plane. The location of the bound sugar is shown as black and red spheres. Residues involved in sugar binding and gating and Na! binding
are shown on TM as circles. The two discontinuities represent the disordered regions of the protein. [A and B redrawn from Faham et al. (48).] C:
ligand binding sites in vSGLT. An overview of the galactose and Na! binding sites. The sugar is occluded from the exterior by external and internal
hydrophobic gates.
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LeuT Family Structural 
Conservation


teins can be superimposed (RMSDs 3.8–4.5 Å), and as
with vSGLT, the inverted repeats in each protein can be
superimposed even though there is no amino acid se-
quence similarity. Figure 16A shows that the substrate
binding sites have a common location approximately half-
way across the membrane. While the substrate binding
sites in the four proteins share a common location, the
substrate specificities are determined by different coordi-
nating residues.

The four proteins were found to be in slightly different
conformations: LeuT and Mhp1 in an outward occluded
conformation with aqueous vestibule extending from the
substrate binding site to the extracellular surface; vSGLT in
an inward occluded conformation with a hydrophilic vesti-
bule leading from the sugar binding site to the cytoplasm;
and BetP in an intermediate conformation with no aqueous
vestibules leading to or from the betaine binding site (see
sect. XII for further discussion). In each structure, addi-
tional TM helices may be present at the NH2 or COOH
termini, and these may or may not be important for function.

Two putative Na! binding sites have been identified in
LeuT, Na1, and Na2 (256). By homology, these two sites
were also found in BetP, and one, Na2, was identified in
vSGLT and Mhp1. Na1 overlaps with the substrate binding
sites in LeuT and BetP, where the cation is coordinated with
the carboxyl group of the substrate. In contrast, Na2 is
formed by two conserved serine residues and backbone
carbonyl oxygens (Fig. 16B). The presence of one or two
sodium binding sites is correlated with the stoichiometry of
transport.

The vSGLT2 Na2 site appeared more open than that
in LeuT (Fig. 16B), suggesting a different functional state.
This was supported by molecular dynamic simulations:
Na! was stably bound to the Na2 site in LeuT, whereas in
vSGLT Na! rapidly escaped down the aqueous vestibule
into the cytoplasm (117, 238). More recently it was reported
that the LeuT structural motif extends to a cation-indepen-
dent arginine/agmatine antiporter (AdiC) in the APC gene
family (50, 54). Na1 and Na2 sites were not found in this
structure, and this validates the functional significance of
the Na1 and Na2 sites in the sodium cotransporters. As yet,
there is no information about the location of the second
Na!-binding site in mammalian hSGLT1.

Although it is impossible to deduce transport mech-
anism from a single structure, it is feasible to gain insight
into the structural rearrangements by examining the
structures of the other transporters (see sect. XII).

VIII. SUGAR SELECTIVITY

Since 1987 the kinetics and specificity of SGLT iso-
forms have been studied using electrophysiological tech-
niques on cloned rabbit, rat, mouse, or human SGLT1,
SGLT2, and SGLT3 (33, 34, 37, 38, 67, 81, 86, 125, 235).
Electrophysiological methods offer unique advantages:
1) they enable accurate determination of apparent affinities
(K0.5) from submicromolar to "100 mM; 2) measurement
of K0.5 and maximum rates of transport (Imax) for many
different substrates on the same cell (see Fig. 4); 3) allow
discrimination between substrates and competitive inhib-
itors (Fig. 4); and 4) determine inhibitor kinetics in the
absence of substrates from leak currents (Fig. 4) and
pre-steady-state charge movements (Fig. 20) (66).

A. Monosaccharides

Table 2 summarizes estimates of apparent sugar af-
finities (K0.5) for the cloned Na!/sugar cotransporters
hSGLTs 1–4, pig SGLT3, and SMIT1–2 from dog and rat.
All transport or bind D-glucose and !MDG and are inhib-
ited by phlorizin, but the affinity of the Na!/myo-inositol
(SMIT) cotransporters for glucose are 1–2 orders of mag-
nitude lower than hSGLT1. The most essential require-
ment for substrate interaction and transport by SGLTs is

FIG. 16. The LeuT structural family. A: a structural alignment of
TM1 and TM6 and the substrate binding sites for vSGLT (red, galactose),
BetP (glycine betaine, blue), LeuT (leucine, green), and Mhp1 (benzyl-
hydantoin, cyan). B: alignment of the Na2 sites on TM1 and TM8.
[Redrawn from Abramson and Wright (1).]
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teins can be superimposed (RMSDs 3.8–4.5 Å), and as
with vSGLT, the inverted repeats in each protein can be
superimposed even though there is no amino acid se-
quence similarity. Figure 16A shows that the substrate
binding sites have a common location approximately half-
way across the membrane. While the substrate binding
sites in the four proteins share a common location, the
substrate specificities are determined by different coordi-
nating residues.

The four proteins were found to be in slightly different
conformations: LeuT and Mhp1 in an outward occluded
conformation with aqueous vestibule extending from the
substrate binding site to the extracellular surface; vSGLT in
an inward occluded conformation with a hydrophilic vesti-
bule leading from the sugar binding site to the cytoplasm;
and BetP in an intermediate conformation with no aqueous
vestibules leading to or from the betaine binding site (see
sect. XII for further discussion). In each structure, addi-
tional TM helices may be present at the NH2 or COOH
termini, and these may or may not be important for function.

Two putative Na! binding sites have been identified in
LeuT, Na1, and Na2 (256). By homology, these two sites
were also found in BetP, and one, Na2, was identified in
vSGLT and Mhp1. Na1 overlaps with the substrate binding
sites in LeuT and BetP, where the cation is coordinated with
the carboxyl group of the substrate. In contrast, Na2 is
formed by two conserved serine residues and backbone
carbonyl oxygens (Fig. 16B). The presence of one or two
sodium binding sites is correlated with the stoichiometry of
transport.

The vSGLT2 Na2 site appeared more open than that
in LeuT (Fig. 16B), suggesting a different functional state.
This was supported by molecular dynamic simulations:
Na! was stably bound to the Na2 site in LeuT, whereas in
vSGLT Na! rapidly escaped down the aqueous vestibule
into the cytoplasm (117, 238). More recently it was reported
that the LeuT structural motif extends to a cation-indepen-
dent arginine/agmatine antiporter (AdiC) in the APC gene
family (50, 54). Na1 and Na2 sites were not found in this
structure, and this validates the functional significance of
the Na1 and Na2 sites in the sodium cotransporters. As yet,
there is no information about the location of the second
Na!-binding site in mammalian hSGLT1.

Although it is impossible to deduce transport mech-
anism from a single structure, it is feasible to gain insight
into the structural rearrangements by examining the
structures of the other transporters (see sect. XII).

VIII. SUGAR SELECTIVITY

Since 1987 the kinetics and specificity of SGLT iso-
forms have been studied using electrophysiological tech-
niques on cloned rabbit, rat, mouse, or human SGLT1,
SGLT2, and SGLT3 (33, 34, 37, 38, 67, 81, 86, 125, 235).
Electrophysiological methods offer unique advantages:
1) they enable accurate determination of apparent affinities
(K0.5) from submicromolar to "100 mM; 2) measurement
of K0.5 and maximum rates of transport (Imax) for many
different substrates on the same cell (see Fig. 4); 3) allow
discrimination between substrates and competitive inhib-
itors (Fig. 4); and 4) determine inhibitor kinetics in the
absence of substrates from leak currents (Fig. 4) and
pre-steady-state charge movements (Fig. 20) (66).

A. Monosaccharides

Table 2 summarizes estimates of apparent sugar af-
finities (K0.5) for the cloned Na!/sugar cotransporters
hSGLTs 1–4, pig SGLT3, and SMIT1–2 from dog and rat.
All transport or bind D-glucose and !MDG and are inhib-
ited by phlorizin, but the affinity of the Na!/myo-inositol
(SMIT) cotransporters for glucose are 1–2 orders of mag-
nitude lower than hSGLT1. The most essential require-
ment for substrate interaction and transport by SGLTs is

FIG. 16. The LeuT structural family. A: a structural alignment of
TM1 and TM6 and the substrate binding sites for vSGLT (red, galactose),
BetP (glycine betaine, blue), LeuT (leucine, green), and Mhp1 (benzyl-
hydantoin, cyan). B: alignment of the Na2 sites on TM1 and TM8.
[Redrawn from Abramson and Wright (1).]
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LeuT Family: Alternating Access


revealed a conformation in which the substrate is occluded
from solution on both the extracellular and cytoplasmic sides
of the transporter. Recently, Gouaux and colleagues solved
the high resolution structures of LeuT in complex with a range
of different amino acids including tryptophan.139 Tryptophan
is a competitive inhibitor of LeuT and interestingly, the
transporter adopts a different conformation when tryptophan
is bound compared to when a substrate is bound. The main
difference is an outward rotation of the extracellular end of
TMDs 1, 2 and 6 leaving the substrate binding site more
exposed to the extracellular medium (Fig. 11). A second
tryptophan molecule was found located B4 Å above the
primary binding site in the ‘outward facing’ conformation.
The amino and carboxylic acid moieties of the second trypto-
phan molecule coordinated Arg30 and Asp404 and thereby
disrupted the salt-bridge forming the extracellular gate in the
‘occluded’ substrate bound conformation. LeuT is evolution-
arily distant from the mammalian SLC6 transporters and
shares only 20–25% over all sequence identity with human
SERT, DAT and NET.140 However, several functionally
important regions, including the substrate binding site,
contain substantially higher sequence identity with the
mammalian transporters.140 Therefore, LeuT initially appeared
to be a good structural template for key regions in SERT, NET
and DAT, including the binding sites for substrate and inhibi-
tors. This has so far been verified by a series of LeuT-guided
studies on mammalian SLC6 transporters, including human
SERT, NET, and DAT, that successfully have identified and
characterized binding sites for substrates,141–145 ions146,147 and
inhibitors143,148,149 as well as structural models for the transport
mechanism.150

The structural mechanism underlying the
‘alternating access’ model

During the translocation cycle, the transporters adopt different
conformations to facilitate the movement of substrates from
the extracellular space into the cytoplasm. The crystal struc-
tures of LeuT in complex with the substrate, leucine, and the

competitive antagonist, tryptophan, show two different con-
formations of the transporter, namely an ‘occluded’ conforma-
tion and an ‘outward facing’ conformation, respectively.8,139

This most likely represents two conformational states in the
alternating access transport cycle (Fig. 8 and Fig. 12). Currently
there are no structures available that represent the ‘inward
facing’ or the ‘occluded unbound’ conformation within the
SLC6 family.
Utilizing the internal symmetry in the topology of LeuT,

Forrest et al.150 have recently constructed an experimentally
validated structural model of the ‘inward facing’ conformation
of SERT, which essentially is an inverted form of the ‘outward
facing’ conformation. Comparison of the ‘outward facing’
crystal structure of LeuT with the constructed ‘inward facing’
model reveals a simple mechanism for the conformational
change between these conformations, which is in agreement
with the alternating access model first proposed more than
40 years ago.82 Recent crystal structures of a sodium/galactose
symporter (vSGLT),151 a benzyl-hydantoin transporter
(Mhp1)152 and a betaine transporter (BetP)153 revealed that
these transporters, although belonging to distantly related
transporter families, have a pseudosymmetrical core architec-
ture similar to that found in LeuT, including a strikingly
similar motif of two discontinued TMD helices around the
substrate binding site. Thus, four structurally homologous
transporters in four different conformations are available,
the ‘outward facing’ (LeuT139 and Mhp1152), the ‘outward
facing occluded’ (LeuT8 and Mhp1152), the ‘occluded’
(BetP153) and the ‘inward facing occluded’ (vSGLT151)
(Fig. 12). Due to their common topology, these structures
are potentially useful templates for constructing models which
can provide structural insight into the translocation mecha-
nism in addition to substrate and inhibitor binding.154,155

Different conformational states are poised to influence
access to the inhibitor binding sites and the structure of these.
Ibogaine and cocaine, two hallucinogenic inhibitors of the
monoamine transporters, have been proposed to stabilize
monoamine transporters in an ‘inward facing’ and an
‘outward facing’ conformation, respectively.109,148,156,157

Fig. 12 Crystal structures of LeuT and structurally homologous transporters. A–F: Top: Schematic representation of the conformations of the

crystallized transporters. Co-crystallized substrate/inhibitor and Na+-ions are shown in red and magenta, respectively. Bottom: Substrates/

inhibitors are shown in yellow and Na+-ions as magenta spheres in the crystal structures. A: LeuT co-crystallized with tryptophan and two

Na+-ions (PDB code 3F3A). B: Mhp1 co-crystallized with Na+ (PDB code 2JLN). C: Mhp1 co-crystallized with benzyl-hydantoin and one

Na+-ion (PDB code 2JLO). D: LeuT co-crystallized with leucine (PDB code 2A65). E: BetP co-crystallized with betaine (PDB code 2W8A).

F: vSGLT co-crystallized with galactose (PDB code 3DH4).

3686 | Chem. Commun., 2009, 3677–3692 This journal is !c The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009

Model of SGLT1 Transport


two Na! binding steps. A future challenge is to gain
insights into the binding of the Na!.

XII. STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

The ultimate goal is to understand, on the atomic
level, how an ion-driven cotransport protein transforms
the energy of the electrochemical gradient into work,
enabling it to drive the cosubstrate against its concentra-
tion gradient. The kinetics studies have identified eight
different protein conformations, the rates of transitions
between them, and the dynamics of the conformational
changes in a Na!/sugar transport cycle (Fig. 31). With the
solution of two conformations of the SGLT1 bacterial
homolog vSGLT, providing for the first time a structural
model for SGLT1, the task ahead is to merge the kinetics
and structure into a dynamic structural translation. Even
though we do not yet have the structure of hSGLT1, the
ideal situation, there are tools available to begin the pro-
cess.

At the time of this writing there are four different
Na! cotransporter crystal structures in different confor-
mations. These cotransporters, LeuT, vSGLT, BetP, and
Mhp1, belong to different gene families but share a com-
mon core architecture of 10 helices in an inverted repeat
configuration. We believe that this shared structural fold
implies a common kinetic mechanism; therefore, in the
following discussion we will use the LeuT helix number-
ing system. [For example, vSGLT TM1 is renamed TM-1
because vSGLT TM2 corresponds to TM1 of the core

structure (see Fig. 12), and so on.] The structure of the
nucleobase cotransporter Mhp1 has been solved in the
outward open (C2), outward occluded (C3), and inward
facing (C5) conformations (199). The leucine cotrans-
porter LeuT is an outward occluded (C3) conformation
(256), BetP appears to be in an intermediate conformation
between C3 and C4 (183), and vSGLT1 is in an inward
occluded and inward open conformations (C4, C5) (48,
238). As yet, there are no structures of these proteins in
the C1 or C6 conformations.

Our first strategy was to “thread” the vSGLT1 se-
quence onto the LeuT coordinates to model the outward
occluded (C3) conformation (48). Comparison of the
vSGLT C4 configuration and the C3 model were then
compared to identify how the helices of the core have to
move in the C3 to C4 transition (alternating access).

There is an external aqueous pathway where ex-
tracellular sugar and Na! gain access to the binding
sites (bounded by TM1E, TM2, TM6E and TM10), and
the aqueous pathway leading from the binding sites to
the cytoplasm (bounded by TM1I, TM2, TM3, TM6I,
TM8, and TM10). The major arrangements that are pre-
dicted to occur during the transition from the outward
(C3) to inward (C4) facing conformations involve TM1,
TM6, and TM10. The external end of TM10 folds over
the sugar binding site and F423 forms part of the ex-
ternal gate along with Y87 (TM2) and M73 (TM1) (see
Fig. 14C). The tilting of TM10 is facilitated by P436 and
G437 in the middle of the transmembrane domain.
Changes in the position of TM2, TM3, TM6I, TM8, and

FIG. 31. A 6-state model of SGLTs to
integrate the kinetic and structural data.
Na! binds first to the outside to open the
outside gate (C2) permitting outside
sugar to bind and be trapped in the bind-
ing site (C3). This is followed by a con-
formational change from an outward oc-
cluded (C3) to an inward occluded (C4)
state. Upon opening the inward gate
(C5), the Na! and sugar are released into
the cell interior. There is a paucity of
experiments adressing the order of the
ligand dissociation at the cytosolic sur-
face. The transport cycle is completed by
the change in conformation from the in-
ward facing ligand-free (C6) to the out-
ward facing ligand free (C1) states. Struc-
tures corresponding to C2 and C3 have
been obtained for Mhp1, C3 for LeuT, and
C4 for vSGLT.
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Antiports/Exchangers


•  Similar to symports, but now the two 
substrates move in opposite directions
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•  Similar to symports, but now the two 
substrates move in opposite directions


•  Inward movement of one substrate 
drives the outward movement of the 
other
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Antiports/Exchangers


•  Similar to symports, but now the two 
substrates move in opposite directions


•  Inward movement of one substrate 
drives the outward movement of the 
other


•  Also use alternating access model


Antiports/Exchangers
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Antiports/Exchangers


•  Na+/Ca++ exchanger

– Helps to reduce intracellular Ca++ in 

cardiac myocytes to lead to relaxation

 

Antiports/Exchangers


•  Na+/Ca++ exchanger

– Helps to reduce intracellular Ca++ in 

cardiac myocytes to lead to relaxation

•  Na+/H+ antiporter


– Help maintain intracellular pH and volume 
homeostasis
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Antiports/Exchangers


•  Na+/Ca++ exchanger

– Helps to reduce intracellular Ca++ in 

cardiac myocytes to lead to relaxation

•  Na+/H+ antiporter


– Help maintain intracellular pH and volume 
homeostasis


•  Cl-/HCO3
- exchanger


– Involved in transport of CO2 from tissues 
to blood and to lung


 

Cl-/HCO3
- Exchanger from RBCs
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Na+/H+ Exchanger NhaA from 
E. coli


Arkin et al (2007) Science 317:799

pH-driven conformational changes

 
 
 
 
 
 

ATP-driven Pumps


•  aka primary active transporters
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ATP-driven Pumps


•  aka primary active transporters

•  Directly couples ATP hydrolysis to the 

movement of a substrate against its 
concentration gradient


Primary vs secondary active transport


•  From Lehninger Principles of Biochemistry, 3rd Ed.
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ATP-driven Pumps


•  Three classes

– P-class pumps


•  ions; involves E~P intermediate


ATP-driven Pumps


•  Three classes

– P-class pumps


•  ions; involves E~P intermediate

– F- & V-class pumps


• H+ only; no E~P intermediate
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ATP-driven Pumps


•  Three classes

– P-class pumps


•  ions; involves E~P intermediate

– F- & V-class pumps


• H+ only; no E~P intermediate

– ABC superfamily


• ATP-Binding Cassette

–  >100 types (MDR, CFTR, etc.)


ATP-driven Pumps
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P-class Pumps


•  All involve E~P intermediate

•  Examples


– Na+/K+ ATPase: set up ion gradients

– Ca++ ATPase: maintain low cytosolic [Ca++]

– H+/K+ ATPase: acidify stomach

– Menkes ATPase: pumps Cu+ out of cells 

and into intracellular compartments 


Na+/K+ ATPase

3 Na+ move out and 2 K+ move in per ATP hydrolyzed

Transport is said to be electrogenic- there is net charge movement

This pump is the conceptual model for how all P-type pumps work
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Na+/K+ ATPase Cycle

E1: opening faces cytoplasm

E2: opening faces extracellular solution


Ca++ Pump aka SERCA


•  SERCA: sarco/endoplasmic reticulum 
Ca++ ATPase
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Ca++ Pump aka SERCA


•  SERCA: sarco/endoplasmic reticulum 
Ca++ ATPase


•  Role is to remove Ca++ from the 
cytoplasm by pumping into SR/ER


Ca++ Pump aka SERCA


•  SERCA: sarco/endoplasmic reticulum 
Ca++ ATPase


•  Role is to remove Ca++ from the 
cytoplasm by pumping into SR/ER


•  The crystal structure of the SERCA 
pump has been determined in several 
different conformations, allowing one 
to examine various stages of the 
catalytic cycle
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SERCA Pump Cycle


Olesen et al (2007) Nature 450:1036  

F- & V-class pumps


•  F-class

–  Bacteria, mitochondria, chloroplasts

– Normally run “backward”


•  Make ATP from downward movement of H+
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F- & V-class pumps


•  F-class

–  Bacteria, mitochondria, chloroplasts

– Normally run “backward”


•  Make ATP from downward movement of H+


•  V-class

– Used to acidify internal compartments such as 

lysosomes


F- & V-class pumps


•  F-class

–  Bacteria, mitochondria, chloroplasts

– Normally run “backward”


•  Make ATP from downward movement of H+


•  V-class

– Used to acidify internal compartments such as 

lysosomes

•  Similar structures

•  No E~P intermediate
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F- & V-class pumps


Mitochondrial F1 ATPase

Generates ATP through proton movements
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F1 ATPase: A Molecular Motor


Cross Nature 427:421 
(2004) 

F1 ATPase: A Molecular Motor
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T. Thermophilus H+ pump


LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature10699

Subnanometre-resolution structure of the intact
Thermus thermophilus H1-driven ATP synthase
Wilson C. Y. Lau1,2 & John L. Rubinstein1,2,3

Ion-translocating rotary ATPases serve either as ATP synthases,
using energy from a transmembrane ion motive force to create the
cell’s supply of ATP, or as transmembrane ion pumps that are
powered by ATP hydrolysis1. The members of this family of
enzymes each contain two rotary motors: one that couples ion
translocation to rotation and one that couples rotation to ATP
synthesis or hydrolysis. During ATP synthesis, ion translocation
through the membrane-bound region of the complex causes rota-
tion of a central rotor that drives conformational changes and ATP
synthesis in the catalytic region of the complex. There are no struc-
tural models available for the intact membrane region of any ion-
translocating rotary ATPase. Here we present a 9.7 Å resolution
map of the H1-driven ATP synthase from Thermus thermophilus
obtained by electron cryomicroscopy of single particles in ice. The
600-kilodalton complex has an overall subunit composition of
A3B3CDE2FG2IL12. The membrane-bound motor consists of a ring
of L subunits and the carboxy-terminal region of subunit I, which
are equivalent to the c and a subunits of most other rotary ATPases,
respectively. The map shows that the ring contains 12 L subunits2

and that the I subunit has eight transmembrane helices3. The L12

ring and I subunit have a surprisingly small contact area in the
middle of the membrane, with helices from the I subunit making
contacts with two different L subunits. The transmembrane helices
of subunit I form bundles that could serve as half-channels across
the membrane, with the first half-channel conducting protons

from the periplasm to the L12 ring and the second half-channel
conducting protons from the L12 ring to the cytoplasm. This struc-
ture therefore suggests the mechanism by which a transmembrane
proton motive force is converted to rotation in rotary ATPases.

To investigate how the structure of the T. thermophilus ATP
synthase allows its rotary mechanism, we imaged the detergent-
solubilized intact enzyme by electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM)
and calculated a three-dimensional map to approximately 10 Å reso-
lution (Supplementary Fig. 1). This resolution was sufficient to observe
a-helices in the structure. Achieving this resolution required optim-
ization of the specimen preparation and imaging conditions, and
development of a new map refinement algorithm (Methods).
Figure 1a shows the refined three-dimensional map. Available crystal
structures of subunits and subcomplexes of the enzyme were fitted into
the map with remarkably good agreement (Fig. 1b, c). A cross-section
through the soluble region of the map shows that the a-helices that
make up each of the E and G subunits of the two peripheral stalks can
be resolved (Fig. 1d, purple and beige arrows, respectively), as can
densities that correspond to a-helices in subunits with more complex
folds, such as the A subunits (Fig. 1d, for example, circled in yellow).
Map segments corresponding to subunits matched available crystal
structures with high fidelity (Fig. 1e–g). If the protein particles imaged
occupied all possible rotational states of the central rotor, the three-
dimensional map would show the average conformation of each A and
B subunit and the density corresponding to the DF subcomplex would

1Molecular Structure and Function Program, The Hospital for Sick Children Research Institute, 555 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X8, Canada. 2Department of Biochemistry, The University of
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A8, Canada. 3Department of Medical Biophysics, The University of Toronto, Ontario M5G 2M9, Canada.
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Figure 1 | Three-dimensional map of the T. thermophilus ATP synthase.
a, A surface view of the three-dimensional map. b, c, The overall map (semi-
transparent grey) with fitted crystal structures and segments corresponding to
individual subunits. Segments of the cryo-EM map are shown for the L12 ring,
subunit I and residues of subunit D missing from its crystal structure. d, A
cross-section through the soluble region of the map shows that a-helices from

the two E subunits (purple arrows) and two G subunits (beige arrows) can be
resolved. Helices can also be resolved in other subunits, such as the A subunits
(example circled in yellow). The map segments agree with crystal structures,
such as subunit A (e), the EG subcomplex (f) and the DF subcomplex
(g). Density corresponding to missing residues from the crystal structure of the
D subunit is indicated with blue arrows. Scale bars, 25 Å.
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the cytoplasm to the periplasm is not able to induce rotation. At 9.7 Å
resolution, it is not possible to relate unambiguously the sequence of
the C-terminal region of subunit I and predicted transmembrane
helices (shown in Supplementary Fig. 4) to the transmembrane
densities in the map. Nonetheless, Arg 563 has been proposed to reside
on transmembrane helix 7 and form part of the cytoplasmic half-
channel3, which would identify transmembrane helix 7 as one of the
two helices in contact with the L subunit labelled ‘2’ in Fig. 3.

At both the cytoplasmic and periplasmic limits of the membrane-
embedded region of the map (Fig. 3b, e) all helices from subunit I are
well separated from the helices of the L12 ring, making it highly
unlikely that an entire half-channel could be formed by the interface
of helices from the I and L subunits24. F-type ATP synthases have been
proposed to have five transmembrane helices25,26. If true, this topology
would suggest that in those enzymes the two half-channels consist of
three helices, that one or more helices contributes to both half-
channels simultaneously, or that helices from the rotor are involved
in formation of the half-channels. The observation that the two L
subunits in contact with the I subunit are immediately adjacent to
each other indicates that after a Glu 63 residue is deprotonated by
the cytoplasmic half-channel it is immediately reprotonated by the
periplasmic half-channel with a single 30u rotational step of the rotor.
The small contact area between the I subunit and L12 ring suggests that
these membrane-bound components rely on the two peripheral stalks
to hold them together in the precise arrangement necessary for the
complex’s biological activity. This minimal contact is consistent with
an important but fragile interaction that might easily be disrupted by
non-physiological conditions such as those needed to make three-
dimensional crystals, thus helping to explain why the membrane region
of this class of enzyme has not been crystallized, despite significant
efforts by many research groups. Knowledge of the precise residues
involved in proton translocation will require construction of cryo-EM
maps to higher resolution or formation of well-ordered crystals of this
hitherto refractory protein complex. At subnanometre resolution, the
complete structure of the T. thermophilus H1-driven ATP synthase
suggests the mechanism by which the energy stored in a transmem-
brane proton motive force is converted into rotation in rotary ATPases.

METHODS SUMMARY
T. thermophilus HB8 was grown and the H1-driven ATP synthase purified as
described previously5. Specimens were prepared for cryo-EM with a Vitrobot
(FEI) and imaged with an FEI Tecnai F20 electron microscope equipped with a
field emission gun and operating at 200 kV. An electron exposure of approxi-
mately 18 electrons Å22 was used during imaging to optimize the signal-to-noise
ratio at relevant spatial frequencies27. Images were recorded on Kodak SO-163
film and digitized with a Photoscan densitometer (Intergraph). The previously
published cryo-EM map of the T. thermophilus V-ATPase5 was filtered to 30 Å
resolution and used as an initial model for refinement of the entirely new data set
of 46,105 particle images. Initial particle orientations were determined by projec-
tion matching with Frealign28 using information out to 20 Å resolution. The
accuracy of particle orientations was refined further with a new program
(Refine_fspace), ultimately using information out to 11.2 Å resolution.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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Figure 4 | Model for proton translocation. a, Subunit I (green) is shown
parallel to the membrane with the L12 ring in front of it indicated by a semi-
transparent magenta rectangle. During ATP synthesis, protons enter the
periplasmic half-channel in subunit I (dashed blue oval) and are conducted to
the centre of the lipid bilayer where they neutralize the Glu 63 residue of an L
subunit. The ring rotates to bring a protonated Glu 63 residue into contact with
the cytoplasmic half-channel (dashed red oval). b, Viewed from the cytoplasm,
two half-channels in subunit I are depicted as clusters of green cylinders.

Deprotonated Glu 63 residues are shown with two red oxygen atoms whereas
protonated Glu 63 residues are shown with one red and one yellow oxygen
atom. Protonation of L subunit ‘1’ by the periplasmic half-channel (i) and
deprotonation of L subunit ‘2’ by the cytoplasmic half-channel (ii) lead to
rotation of the ring, with L subunit ‘1’ assuming a proton-locked conformation
as it enters the lipid bilayer. Rotation brings the proton-locked L subunit ‘3’ to
the cytoplasmic half-channel (iii) where it assumes an unlocked conformation,
allowing the sequence of events to repeat.
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ABC Superfamily


•  > 100 members

•  Each type is selective for a particular 

substrate or class of compounds

•  Compounds transported include 

metabolites, lipids, sterol, and 
xenobiotics
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Linton (2007) Physiology 22:122 

transporters from different species. Depending on the
ligand, the host organism, and also protein function
(CFTR, for example, allows careful kinetic study of
how the function of the NBDs controls the opening
and closing of the chloride channel formed by the
TMDs), different systems have been able to provide
distinct insights into how these proteins work.
Mammalian cells can be selected for overexpression of
P-glycoprotein by cultivation in the presence of cyto-
toxic drugs. This facilitated purification of the protein
and also characterization of its ATP catalytic cycle
more than 10 years ago (51). Both nucleotide binding
domains were shown to bind ATP (1), and both are
essential for function as mutation of either eliminated
drug transport from cells (4) and ATPase activity (32),
suggesting that the two sites were coupled allosterical-
ly. Hydrolysis of ATP was shown not to involve tran-
sient phosphorylation of the protein, and measurable
catalysis was inhibited by orthovanadate [Vi(57)],
which occupies the position of the liberated !-phos-
phate in a ternary complex with P-glycoprotein and
ADP, mimicking the transition state intermediate.
These initial data were interpreted as evidence for a
two-step mechanism with each catalytic event cou-
pled to distinct stages (51). However, structural data
has necessitated reinterpretation of the biochemistry
data, resulting in a fundamental change to the per-
ceived transport model. First, the structures of isolated
NBDs were solved [the structure of HisP was reported
in 1998 (18)], then dimers of NBDs in different 

physiological conformations, and finally of ABC 
transporters complete with NBDs and TMDs. 

Dimeric NBD Structures Hint at the
Molecular Mechanism

Purified NBDs isolated from their cognate TMDs are
generally monomeric. Those that are homodimeric
within the transport complex in vivo readily dimerise
to hydrolyse ATP, but the association is transient (21,
41, 43, 64). Structures of NBDs in their catalytic confor-
mation have therefore been difficult to achieve.
However, structures have been determined for the
NBD from the hemolysin exporter HlyB (65) and
MJ0796 (52) in the presence of ATP, but only after
mutation of the NBD to abrogate hydrolysis. These
“closed NBD dimer” structures show the NBDs closed
around two molecules of ATP at the interface 
(FIGURE 2A). The presence of two molecules of ATP is
significant because it implies that the binding pockets
act in concert and that the energy derived from ATP
binding and the formation of the closed NBD dimer is
used in a single step of the transport cycle. Similar
structures have been observed with GlcV (60), MalK
(7), and the nontransporter ABC NBDs Rad50 (15) and
MutS (44); and with the conserved motifs of the NBDs
involved in important protein-ATP or protein-protein
contacts, it is clear that this is a physiological state 
(FIGURE 2B). There is also considerable evidence from
studies with P-glycoprotein and CFTR to suggest that,
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REVIEWS

ABC Protein

ABC1
ABCR
TAP1/2
ABC7
MRP6
ALD
Sterolin1/2

PGY3/MDR3
BSEP/SPGP
MRP2

MDR1
BCRP/MXR
MRP1
MRP4

Psuedonym

ABCA1
ABCA4
ABCB2/B3
ABCB7
ABCC6
ABCD1
ABCG5/G8

ABCB4
ABCB11
ABCC2

ABCB1
ABCG2
ABCC1
ABCC4

Ligand(s)/Function

Cholesterol
Retinal
Peptides
Iron
?
vlcFA
Sterols

Phosphatidylcholine
Bile acids
Conjugated bilirubin

Hydrophobic drugs
Hydrophobic drugs
Conjugated drugs
Conjugated nucleosides

Associated Disease(s)

Tangier disease
Various eye diseases
Bare lymphocyte syndrome
Anemia and XLSA
Pseudoxanthoma elasticum
Adrenoleukodystrophy
Sitosterolemia

Liver disease: PFIC3, OC
Liver disease: PFIC2
Liver disease: D-J syndrome

Failure of chemotherapy

Atypical ABC proteins

CFTR
SUR
SMC1-6
Rad50
Elf1p

ABCC7
ABCC8

Chloride ion channel
Regulation of KIR channel
Chromosome maintenance
DNA, telomere repair
mRNA trafficking

Cystic fibrosis
PHHI

Table 1. Clinically relevant and atypical ABC proteins

XLSA, X-linked sideroblastomic anemia; PFIC, progressive familial intrahepatic cholestasis; OC, obstetric
cholestasis; D-J, Dubin-Johnson syndrome; PHHI, persistent hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia of infancy.
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ABC Superfamily: Exporter


•  Linton (2007) Physiology 22:122
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•  Many ABC transporters pump small 
hydrophobic molecules out of cells


•  Probable function is the transport of 
natural and metabolic toxins out of cells


•  Similarity of drugs to “normal” substrates 
means that they’re also pumped out, 
lessening their effectiveness


•  Responsible for multidrug resistance seen in 
tumors


Multidrug Resistance

A number of MDR transporters are found in liver, and their role 

is to get rid of small hydrophobic compounds
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Multidrug Resistance

•  MDR pumps can be 

induced by a 
variety of 
compounds, 
including drugs, 
meaning that drug 
treatment can 
result in greater 
transport


•  Ex: Breast cancer 
resistance pump 
(BCRP) induction by 
aryl hydrocarbons


Tan et al (2010) Mol. Pharmacol. 
78:175


P-glycoprotein


Aller, SG et al (2009) Structure of P-glycoprotein reveals a molecular basis for poly-specific 
drug binding. Science 323:1718-1722. 
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ABC Superfamily: CFTR


•  CFTR: Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane 
Regulator


•  cAMP-dependent Cl- channel

•  Movement of Cl- helps move H20 across 

epithelial cells

•  Defect in Cl- transport results in reduced 

H20 movement, leading to viscous mucous or 
secretions
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